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the history of the eternal castle’s development is rather fascinating, and michael aldrich himself,
confirmed in his autobiography that it was all fabricated. aldrich had actually been at the forefront of
the project in 1988, and he managed to get a lot of his ideas for the game into the game. on january
12th, 1988, aldrich sent out a letter to microprose to ask for some help with the game. at this point,
aldrich was working on the prince of persia, and he was concerned that the game was moving too

slowly. the prince of persia was by this point well into its development, and aldrich wanted to make
sure that he got his ideas across to microprose. microprose were interested, and they helped aldrich

move on to the next part of the game, which was called ‘the eternal castle’s quest’. at this point,
aldrich had been working on the eternal castle for a couple of months, and the main focus of the

game was puzzles. he had coded a level inside the game where you have to find the secret exit, but
he was still struggling with the puzzles in the rest of the game. his castle is the actual set of rooms

the game takes place in, with the two prison levels serving as the final boss. the entire castle has its
own unique music, and plays special music to indicate that a character is about to enter a room or
use a certain ability. in addition, some characters will have special skills that are determined by the
room they are in. as the story progresses, the characters abilities and their abilities to use them will

vary.
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